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OUR MISSION STATEMENT 
The Blockchain Institute was founded to 
educate the public and promote the adoption, 
development, and use of blockchain technology. 
Blockchains help computers maintain large 
networks without centralized points of failure, and 
they’re being used to build a new internet.

Our headquarters in Chicago, Illinois, USA offers 
a forum for education and collaboration in the 
midwestern US. 

COMMUNITY
Meetups
Hackathons
Networking Events

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
Blockchain 101 
Academic Papers
Free Educational Material

CERTIFICATIONS
Course Prep
Practice Tests
Study Sessions

WORKSHOPS
C-Suite Training
Guest Speakers 
Professional Development 
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Who created Bitcoin?
A  Large Banks
B  A government 
C  Satoshi Nakamoto
D  Elon Musk

What best describes a blockchain?
A  A distributed ledger on a peer to peer   
     network
B  Centralized Database
C  An exchange
D  Type of Cryptocurrency

How can blockchain & 
cryptocurrencies help?
A  Taking back your digital identity
B  Transparency
C  Remittances
D  All of the above

Who can look up transactions on a 
public blockchain?
A  Large banks
B  Anyone
C  Sender & Receiver only
D  Rick Astley

What makes cryptocurrency 
secure?
A  The Police
B  The United Nations
C  Cryptographic Math
D  None of the Above
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P O W E R E D  B Y :

WHAT IS A WHAT IS HOW CAN

Blockchains are public ledgers that 

everyone can access, but data can only 

be updated by the data owners. Instead of 

the data residing on a single centralized 

server, this information is copied across 

thousands of computers worldwide. 

Thus, blockchains are ledgers secured 

by cryptography and distributed around 

a network. Data is grouped into blocks 

that are made permanent after a set time 

interval. The consecutive “chain” of every 

block ever finalized makes up a blockchain.

Cryptocurrency is a digital store of value 
which allows users to buy and sell goods 
and services without third parties such 
as credit card companies. Cryptographic 
technology secures these currencies 
against counterfeit, and allows them 
to exist without a central authority. 
Cryptocurrencies can be referred to as 
tokens or coins.

Blockchain technology can be used for 
a number of  things: logistics, digital 
identity/security, financial instruments, all 
while helping users maintain personal data 
privacy and ownership.

Blockchain technology makes ethical, 
fair trade coffee closer to reality. Tagging 
each bag of coffee with an RFID chip and 
tracking them on a blockchain creates an 
increased level of trust and transparency 
amongst all parties involved. 

You can have a blockchain WITHOUT 
cryptocurrency, but you CAN’T have 
cryptocurrency without a blockchain! Think of 
it like this: you can have the internet without 
email but not email without the internet.

Cryptocurrencies allow people around 
the world to send value quickly with low 
fees. Before cryptocurrencies came into 
use, international transfers took up to a 
week and cost up to $50 USD. A bitcoin 
transaction usually takes about 10 minutes 
and costs between $5 and $10 USD.

Taking back your digital identity
Popular search engines and social media 
websites treat your data as a commodity. 
Data is aggregated in a central repository that 
becomes a target for hacking. Blockchain 
systems can distribute and secure this data, 
giving users control over their data and identity.

Transparency and accountability
Everything on a blockchain is permanently 
recorded, making it the perfect tool for 
compliance and assurance. Each computer 
running the blockchains software has a copy 
of the cryptographic ledger, which makes 
it impossible to change the record without 
taking over the network.

Avoiding Intermediaries
By transacting peer-to-peer, unnecessary 
third parties can be minimized, saving 
both producers and consumers money and 
minimizing fees when sending money abroad.


